MONO
The latest addition to the Omvivo Collection

Mono, created by renowned Australian bathroom designer and manufacturer
Omvivo, is a contemporary interpretation of a classic profile. The clean lines
and elegant shallow vessel show a restrained aesthetic that still retains a
powerful presence, ideal for the modern bathroom.
The Mono basin can be partnered with the chic cylindrical pedestal or installed
on bathroom furniture. Offering a luxurious alternative to the standard ceramic
basin, the Mono is perfect for small powder rooms or larger more opulent
bathrooms.
The Mono range will bring a luxurious element to any residential bathroom or
commercial project including restaurants, cafes, hotels or office amenities.
The Mono basin and pedestal were recently selected by high-end residential
developer Fridcorp for the bathrooms in the sophisticated Ivy apartments, St
Kilda. Ivy, designed by Hecker Phelan and Guthrie is due for completion 2009.
Collection: Mono basin and matching Mono pedestal.
Mono basin materials: A range of natural stones and white Satine. Natural
stone gives any environment a truly luxurious feel, with every piece being
unique. Satine is a matt white marble and acrylic composite material that is
extremely durable and can even be repaired if damaged, making it ideal for both
commercial and residential areas.
Mono pedestal materials: A range of timber veneers and white Satine. The
timber veneers selected by Omvivo are environmentally friendly and have been
chosen for their striking texture and depth of colour.
Manufacture: The Mono vessel in natural stone and the Mono pedestal in
veneer are manufactured in Australia, while the Mono vessel and pedestal in
Satine are made in Italy to Omvivo’s strict manufacturing requirements.
Designer: Thomas Coward, Omvivo’s principal designer moved to Australia in
2004 from the UK where he was studying and working as a furniture designer.
Since arriving in Australia, Coward has been designing products for Omvivo, as
well as project and site-specific custom designs for commercial and residential
projects. Coward’s designs have a strong, contemporary edge with classic
qualities making each piece unique, yet timeless. Omvivo won the 2008 IDEA
award for Product Fixtures and Fittings for Coward’s ‘Dune’ wall basin, to be
launched early 2009.
For further information or high resolution images please contact Suzie Dyson on
03 9339 8130 or via email, sdyson@omvivo.com.
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